The 2017 Web Server issue of Nucleic Acids Research is the 15th in a series of annual issues dedicated to web-based software resources for analysis and visualization of molecular biology data. It is freely available online under NAR's open access policy. This year, 284 proposals were submitted and 102, or 36%, were approved for manuscript submission. Of those approved, 86, or 84%, were ultimately accepted for publication. Table 1 lists the 2017 Web Servers, their URLs, and a brief description of each.
lections of web services, EBI Search Engine, an update for text search in the EMBL-EBI data repositories, Bioinformatics Tools from EMBL-EBI, an update on bioinformatics analysis tools, and Proteins API, for protein associated data from the UniProt Knowledgebase. Three papers report on stand-alone tools, CAFE, for alignment-free comparison of genomes and metagenomes, VCFFilter, for filtering and annotating genetic variants stored in large vcf files, and RNA Workbench, for analyzing RNAseq and RNA sequence data.
In a quest to support innovation in the development of stand-alone tools, this year I've allowed submissions that are installed using the docker or conda environments. These environments allow tools with many dependencies to have all the software parts packaged together in order to simplify installation. Additionally, they aid reproducibility because earlier packages can be preserved even if the software parts themselves are updated. The major complication in using these packages is the requirement of prior installation of software to handle the environments. The goal, not easily achieved, is a 'one-click' installation, and it remains to be seen if researchers will choose to use these types of resources. I welcome feedback on this point. RNA Workbench, mentioned above, is in this category. Going forward, I will continue to evaluate such containerized tools on a case-by-case basis and will be looking for significant added value beyond what could be obtained using a command line program. Graphical abstracts. This year, for the first time, the Web Server Issue is trying out graphical abstracts for each paper, to be included in the table of contents. A graphical abstract is a visual representation of the central finding or methodology of the paper. Although this may be a challenge for papers describing websites and computational methods, there have been some interesting submissions. More details on the requirements for graphical abstracts are available at https://academic.oup.com/ nar/pages/submission webserver and we will be posting good examples to use as guidance for next year.
